Tang Soo Do Moo Duk Kwan e. V.

Tang Soo Do Championship Germany
Date
Place

:
:

Weighting
:
Starting time :
To pay for
:

Sunday, 27th of May 2018
Rundturnhalle Hohenlimburg
Im Kley
58119 Hagen
9:00 Uhr
9:30 Uhr
Sparring
Hyung
Weaponhyung

: 10 € p. Person
: 10 € p. Person
: 10 € p. Person

Tournamentsystem: trad. Non-contact about EMTF-Tang Soo Do tornament rules

It starts divided by belt level according the EMTF - Competition Rules
Entry up to 12h of May 2018

(match-list)

Every head of school/instructor has too register his/her participations in the tournament via the registration
programm and its included excell list that can be obtained on the website www.tangsoodo.de.
The signed consent form, disclaimer as well as disclaimer on picture rights of each participant are required for
taking part in the tournament and have to be provided by the head of school/instructor for the organizer/host
in case of need.
Each participant needs to fill out and sign the below release form. It is the instructors responsibility if needed
to show the release forms of his students to the event organizer. Without the signed release form,
it's not allowed to participate at this event.
Jugdes:
Each participating club must provide experienced judges
Judges and participants have please to wear sneakers with bright shoe soles
while your staying in the sports hall.
Safety:
Each participant is responsible for it's own safty and have to bring it's own protection and to
wear it during the matches. Particpants without particullar protections are not allowed to compete.
Liability:
The participation is on your own risk. The host is not responsible for any kind of injuries,
damage or stolen items occuring during the tournament.
Participants under the age of 18 have to provide the permission by their parents to compete
otherwise they are not allowed to compete.

To direct at:

Kodang Gym, Ralf Ubeländer
Bachstraße 24a ,58642 Iserlohn - Letmathe

Tel.: +49 2374 - 12922
Email: ubelaender@aol.com

After this date a refund of starting fee is no longer possible. Starting fees then have to be paid
in case of non-attendance as well.
Ralf Ubeländer, Bachstraße 24a, 58642 Iserlohn - Letmathe, Tel.: +49 2734 - 13735, Email: ubelaender@aol.com

Tang Soo Do Moo Duk Kwan e. V.

Tang Soo Do Championship Germany
Picture rights:
The organizer is permitted to use any photos and media taken or produced
during the event (printed products and products of press as well as internet and film).
A limitation of this usage concerning time, area or content is not part of the agreement.
In case of need accomodation, units can be provided or be arranged for a fee. For that, please contact us.
We wish all participants a nice and athletically successful match-day!
With athletic greetings
Tang Soo!
Ralf Ubeländer

Ralf Ubeländer, Bachstraße 24a, 58642 Iserlohn - Letmathe, Tel.: +49 2734 - 13735, Email: ubelaender@aol.com

